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MASS MESSAGING

Reach Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere
Engage customers; Save time; Increase revenue 
TeleMessage’s high volume messaging platform optimizes enterprise 
communications across channels, facilitating and streamlining  
messaging traffic with our powerful messaging APIs.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION 

Designed to automate information delivery from existing enterprise IT applications, 
TeleMessage’s messaging solution streamlines integration to existing messaging systems, 
optimizing enterprise communication across multiple channels including SMS/Text Messages, 
Fax, IP/Push Notifications, Voice and Email. 

FLEXIBLE, AFFORDABLE PRICING 
With the widest range of APIs for developers, content providers, enterprise and IT integration, 
our messaging platform provides an efficient and robust messaging solutions. Additional 
system features include two-way messaging, message tracking, encryption, archiving & more.



Message Archiving 
Record & store all messages, 

including content  and 
metadata in a centralized 

enterprise archive.

SMS & MMS
Enjoy TeleMessage’s low rates to send secure reliable  
SMS messages to colleagues, clients, and partners.

Mission Critical Messaging 
Push Notifications

Engage with your users by sending timely & relevant 
messages with just an internet connection.

Mission Critical Messaging 
Voice Broadcast

Send pre-recorded or text-to-speech voice message
that is delivered as a regular telephone call.

Mission Critical Messaging 
Fax 

Everyone in your company can conveniently send and 
receive faxes online directly from their workstation.

www.telemessage.com  •  sales@telemessage.com

Mission Critical and Multi-Channel Messaging

   Engage Customers, Save Time, Increase Revenue
Mission Critical Messaging 
Message delivery of alerts & 
notifications ensure systems 

are available 24/7.

Two-Way & Interactive Response
Users to return text or voice 

replies for more efficient 
communication.

Multi-Channel Delivery 
Reach customers, partners & 

colleagues across multiple 
platforms and devices.

Pager Replacement Support
Delivery of alerts to mobile 

devices; Two-way messaging;
Legacy protocol support: 
TAP, SNPP, WCTP, SMTP

TeleMessage works with some of the leading brands across industries:

Application Integration
 Connect to our platform via 

a wide range of APIs: 
SOAP, REST, XML, etc


